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NZLocums recruitment delivery against targets
New Zealand Rural General Practice Network holds the government contract to recruit General
Practitioners and Nurse Practitioners into rural New Zealand.
There are two components to the Ministry of Health’s recruitment contract:
Rural Recruitment Service (permanent and long term placements)
Rural Locum Support Scheme (short term placements)
The following figures and bar graphs show NZLocums performance against contractual targets for the 2016/17 year.
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Rural Recruitment Service – the purpose of this service is to assist eligible rural
providers with recruitment of long term or permanent General Practitioners and
Nurse Practitioners. Our annual target delivery is 70 placements. We have met our
first quarter target with 18 placements.

Target (90%)

Rural Locum Support Scheme – the purpose of this service is
to ensure that eligible providers can access up to two weeks locum
GP relief per 1.0FTE, per annum. Our target for this year is to fill at
least 90 percent of applications received. During the first quarter
of 2016 we delivered 79% percent of eligible applications.

Spread Your Wings This Summer
NZLocums have a range of short and long-term vacancies
•
•
•
•

Quarter 4

Quarters

Target (17.5)

Tokoroa
21 Nov - 18 Dec
Opotiki
Jan - March (or part of)
Cheviot
4 Jan - 5 March
Taumarunui 16 - 22 Jan

Contact us today to ﬁnd out more:

Ph | 0808 234 7853 or E | enquiries@nzlocums.com | www.nzlocums.com
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2016 a year of challenges and achievements
Network chairperson Sharon Hansen looks back on the year that was … 2016
This year has been one of steady progress.
February 2016 saw one of the first meetings on
the calendar, the National Rural Health Advisory
Group (NRHAG), which brought together
representatives from national health providers
with an interest in rural health.
This includes representatives from the Network,
DHBs, PHOs, St John, ACC, MoH, Pharmacy,
the college of GPs, and RHANZ. The Terms
of Reference highlighted several areas which
require review and so far work has focused
on a review of the PRIME contract, which is
still in progress and has involved extensive
consultation with key funding organisations
and service providers. The outcome of these
consultations will result in reports that will soon
go to the sector for wider consultation, so watch
this space. The process has involved key PRIME
providers from the coalface, and their voices
should be reflected in the draft documents.
I am hopeful we will ultimately have a much
more robust model for how the PRIME contract
works in future. See page 19 for a review
update.

provides for local variation through the Alliance
funding model. Defining rural is a dynamic area
which requires more consultation and thought,
as pressure increases on rural and provincial
New Zealand to provide health services to
ensure health outcomes in keeping with urban
New Zealand.
There are challenges of a changing system,
with new ways of providing services in a sector
well known for its difficulties with recruitment
and retention. What those challenges mean
for health care provision in rural and the
subsequent health outcomes for rural people is
yet to be seen and will be ongoing.
In March, the Network’s annual rural health
conference was successfully held in Dunedin
and I believe that this was the best conference
yet. There was an excellent line up of speakers
including Lesley Elliott, Matt Vickers, Nigel Latta
and Professor Roger Strasser. It was also the first
time the conference had been held in the South
Island since the Christchurch 2011 earthquake

“There are challenges of a changing system, with new
ways of providing services in a sector well known for its
difficulties with recruitment and retention. What those
challenges mean for health care provision in rural and
the subsequent health outcomes for rural people is yet
to be seen and will be ongoing.”
More recently work has begun on discussion on
how to find a robust and meaningful definition of
rural. Regular NHRAG members were joined by
representatives from Statistics New Zealand and
Otago University academic and rural hospital
doctor Garry Nixon and the College of GPs.
There have been many hours and much energy
expended on defining rural in the past. The
closest we have for health is a definition which

and Mainlanders were more than ready to
host the event back on their patch. It was also
the biggest conference yet with more than
500 delegates, and well attended by students
with about 100 registering. That important
student synergy continues to grow, with the
Network board deciding to more fully engage
with student doctors, nurses and allied health
professions at the tertiary level and establish a
student sub-committee to represent the issues

Sharon Hansen.
and aspirations of our up-and-coming workforce
(see page 14). Our 2017 conference will be
held in Wellington at the TSB Arena from March
30 to April 2, so please mark your diary and
register your place at this event. You can visit the
conference website and register HERE.
The Network continues to engage with the
General Practice Leaders Forum and provide
a rural lens with its ongoing engagement with
the Ministry of Health. The Network is in good
financial health and it is blessed to have an
excellent staff who work well together. Never
do I appreciate the staff more than in time of
adversity and the very recent earthquakes in
north Canterbury and Kaikoura illustrates this
well.
In this respect, a steady as she goes year has
become another year of rebuilding, this time the
spotlight will be on a rural area, through which
runs an economically important road and rail
lifeline connecting north and south. My heartfelt
thoughts go to the families and people of north
Canterbury and Kaikoura who will now face
the challenges of rebuilding their homes and
businesses. Their losses will affect the whole of
New Zealand. Most tragic of all is the loss of life.
Lastly, I would like to wish everyone a very merry
Christmas and a safe and happy New Year.
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Rural health a dynamic and
fast-changing sector to work in
Changes are taking place in rural
health across New Zealand –
advances in technology and the
way we use it, the way we train
medical, nursing and other health
professionals, the way health
professionals work together, who
owns rural practices, the way
rural health is funded and the
way rurality is defined. Things
are constantly under review to
keep a pace with demands and
developments in the sector, both in
New Zealand and globally.
A major issue the Network and other general
practice organisations face and are working
towards alleviating is the impending tsunami
of GPs retiring from General Practice over the
next 10 years. While the three Rs – recruitment,
retirement and retention – have been the
focus of the Network’s activities for many
years, the demand to place doctors and other
health professionals into rural areas remains
challenging and the bubble of pending
retirements offers extra challenges.
In their Rural Workforce Survey 2015, the Royal
New Zealand College of General Practitioners
states that International Medical Graduates
make up 54% of New Zealand’s rural health
workforce, compared to 37% in urban New
Zealand. The numbers of GPs in rural New
Zealand who expect to retire in the next 10
years is also higher at 40.4% compared to 34.7%
in urban and that the number of rural GPs who
indicated they have a permanent vacancy in
their practice is 34% compared to 19% of urban
GPs.
Recruitment of International Medical Graduates
is sure to remain a feature of rural general
practice well into the future and recent figures
show we are getting great results.
Since the beginning of September 2016
NZLocums has appointed 17 GPs to permanent
roles in rural general practice and a further 12
GPs who have gone into long-term placements
of three months or more. In a climate where, up
until this year’s first quarter result, 25 percent
of rural practices have had short and long term,

and permanent GP vacancies, this is a fabulous
outcome.
Our monthly Orientation courses held in
Wellington to prepare IMGs to work in New
Zealand’s health system are also well attended,
another positive indication for the Network and
NZLocums.
However, training and retaining GPs and
nurses to work in rural areas will also remain a
priority. The Network has, in the past, lobbied
politicians on training issues including wider
coverage of health professions under the hard
to staff categories within the Voluntary Bonding
Scheme, we support rural immersion education
programmes run by the Otago and Auckland
schools of medicine and have developed our
own distance mentoring trial. More recently
we have supported the establishment of a
third Medical School based at the University
of Waikato, which the Network believes can
hugely assist in reducing severe GP shortages in
rural Waikato and potentially beyond.
In fact students are a huge part of the Network’s
focus with five medical, nursing and pharmacy
students on the Board. Recognising that
students, specifically those who want to go
down the rural health training pathway, are the
future of rural health we have purposely created
a student subcommittee of the Network Board
this year.
The Network is playing a leading role in
the National Rural Health Advisory Group
(NRHAG) which has representatives from
sector organisations including St John, ACC,
the Ministry of Health, the college of GPs,
Pharmacy, DHBs, PHOs and RHAANZ. The
purpose of NRHAG is to cast a rural lens over
health; a major undertaking this year has been a
review of the PRIME contract, and how services
are provided, administered and funded. The
outcome of this work will result in reports to the
sector for wider consultation. NRHAG has also
been discussing a “definition for rural”, which is
an ongoing debate at this stage.

Dalton Kelly.
in health with many applications helpful in
overcoming the challenges of rural and remote
medicine. Telemedicine, patient portals, the
use of cell phones and tablets as transportable
devices and means of communication to the
outside world and emergency services, and
specialist treatment links between city hospitals
and smaller towns are all part of the technology
mix.
Much of the success of this technology relies
on good broadband coverage and while there
are still blackspots of poor coverage in some
parts of rural New Zealand, the Government’s
Rural Broadband Initiative (RBI) and Ultra Fast
Broadband (UFB) roll-out nationwide is certainly
improving fast and efficient connectivity for
most rural users be they medical, farming,
domestic or other rural based activities.

The Network has also worked with the college
of GPs on the launch of their resource guide
to practice ownership, a resource we think will
be very useful for anyone thinking of practice
ownership.

Finally, I would like to remind you about
the Network’s annual national rural health
conference scheduled to be held in the Capital
next year, from March 30 to April 2. One of
the main reasons the Network hosts and puts
so much emphasis and effort into its annual
conference is to highlight and showcase what
is going on, what is being achieved and what is
changing and new in the rural health sector. I
extend a warm welcome to everyone to come to
Wellington and take part and enjoy this fantastic
event.

On the technology front, the Network is acutely
aware, and encourages the use, of technology

Have a very merry Christmas and a happy New
Year.
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BIG

American doctor Kate Wilson
was due to leave Kaikoura when
the 7.8 magnitude earthquake
struck early on Monday morning,
November 14. She would have
been on her way to Blenheim
that day but the quake changed
everything. Dr Wilson recalls the
horror and local response to the
big shake.
“After a year working in Kaikoura, I was moving
to Blenheim. My last day at work was Friday,
November 11. At 12.02am on November 14
everything changed. A massive earthquake
struck. I was terrified. The shaking and rumbling
went on forever, and the smaller ripples felt like
riding a truck, with waves of aftershocks, I felt
the Earth move, under my feet. My architect
husband assured me the best place to be was
in bed. We live in a single storey, L-shaped
wooden building with a light roof and the
strongest part is in the inside angle, or our
bedroom.

“I expect eight to 10
people to be sleeping in
my house tonight. The
shakes, bangs, and ripples
continue, I try to count
the seconds of quietness
between tremors - I count
between 1 and 60 seconds.
It just hasn’t stopped.”
“I got dressed anyway and looked outside to
see dozens of cars parked along the street in
front of our corner house atop the peninsula.
Cars full of locals, dogs, and camper vans
and beach-dwellers who suddenly found
themselves inside vehicles on high ground.

quake tests the mettle
of Kaikoura community
We had no power, no light and the cupboards
and shelves had spewed their contents in the
darkness creating a walking-hazard. My garage
door wouldn’t open. My mind raced: Should I
go to the medical centre? There is no power, no
cell phone coverage, should I wait till morning?
“I asked the occupants of one of the cars that
had taken refuge on higher ground to give me
a ride to the medical centre. It was 1am. The
high road was lined with cars, caravans, trailers,
and people wrapped in blankets and dressing
gowns. Police were directing traffic, evacuating
the south bay and the beach street-level
houses.
“The medical centre was overwhelmed with
cars, people - locals and guests. A sign was
soon put up at the door: ‘injured people only’.
The hospital’s automatic generators provided
power, lights, and Wi-Fi. Everyone was milling
around the building texting. It looked like
hundreds of moths attracted to the light. Inside,
our staff - nurses, receptionists, caregivers
- were pouring in and we were bolstered by
touring medical and nursing people. Chris
Henry, the on-call Prime GP was out pulling
people from a collapsed house [sadly one of
whom died] and rescuing two people caught
in a sinkhole in a paddock. Since no one had
any phone coverage, no one in the community
could call 111 to ask for help. It was difficult to
know the status of the community.
“Local GP Andrea Judd was in Christchurch,
and she would catch a ride back on the first
St John helicopter to Kaikoura. We had a UK
emergency room doctor who was stitching up
a lady’s head - a jewellery box had fallen onto
her - he found her at the First Aid station near
the highway and brought her in himself. He
continued to work with me for the next eight
hours through the night. A registrar was also
seeing patients and Locum GP, Martin London,
who was supposed to start Monday morning,
was there. We had four tourists - UK nurses who were assigned two to three patients each
to watch through the night - an asthmatic, a
fractured femur, a concussion, a woman who
was oxygen dependent. We filled our beds,
treatment rooms and a few consult rooms, but
things were workable. The shakes and tremors
kept coming.
“At about 5am Chris and the registrar left to
get some sleep, Chris could not get home

though. Martin, the ER doctor and I pressed on.
A Physician Assistant and her physiotherapist
husband, also tourists, arrived to help. Andrea
arrived about 6am, The ER doctor and I left to get
a nap about 8am. Chris caught a helicopter ride
to his home an hour away up the Clarence River
valley to check on his family then returned to
Kaikoura. A disaster team was co-ordinating things
from the staff kitchen - the police, St John, nurses
and staff worked well together.
“At noon, I returned and worked another three
hours. The UK nurses also returned triaging
patients and assisted suturing up those who
sustained lacerations as they fled their houses in
the dark. Helicopters have come and gone all day.
“Our one pharmacy is in disarray and the
pharmacist cannot enter until the structural
engineers give the all-clear. We are short on
morphine, codeine, pain medication and a
radiology technician to take x-rays, and an
orthopaedist. Andrea and Chris take x-rays and
we have a radiologist – a tourist - who can read
them.
“I hear a rumour that the army might send
helicopters to move the tourists to Christchurch.
They sure can’t drive anywhere. Bridges, tunnels,
avalanches, and slips will have Kaikoura isolated
for the next couple of weeks. And if the tourists
do leave, we will lose the extra nurses, and doctors
helping out.
“We will need water, food, and more
communication radios to spread around the town.
We need a cell phone service, a mail service,
back-up generators, and petrol for the hospital
generator.
“I expect eight to 10 people to be sleeping in my
house tonight. The shakes, bangs, and ripples
continue, I try to count the seconds of quietness
between tremors - I count between 1 and 60
seconds. It just hasn’t stopped.”
Dr Wilson was recruited by NZLocums to
work in rural New Zealand. Her report was
written within 48 hours of the earthquake
occurring therefore many needs identified in
the report have since been met. Dr Wilson is
still working in Kaikoura awaiting conditions
to improve to enable her to transfer out to
her next assignment. We are very grateful to
Dr Wilson and all the other dedicated health
professionals, locals and visitors alike who
selflessly responded to this critical situation.
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Practice ownership key in looming GP
shortage - new resource launched

Sharon Hansen is pictured right with college Chief Executive Helen Morgan-Banda (centre) and college board member Dr Mark Peterson.

The Royal New Zealand College of GPs Practice Ownership Resource was launched recently in Wellington.
It’s a resource that has been warmly welcomed by the New Zealand Rural General Practice Network.
“With rural general practice ownership now becoming more diverse and
with a looming GP retirement bubble, other members of the rural general
practice team will benefit from the valuable insights and information that
the resource offers,” says NZRGPN Chairperson Sharon Hansen, who was
at the November 2 launch in Wellington.

“The New Zealand Rural General Practice Network welcomes this resource
and encourages its members to make good use of it,” says
Ms Hansen.
The Royal New Zealand College of General Practitioners says that many
GPs who own practices plan to retire in the next 10 years, contributing to
the looming GP shortage.

“I am certain that our membership, made up mainly of doctors, nurses
and administrators, will find this resource extremely useful.

The college’s recent workforce survey shows that a third of GPs own, or
part-own a practice, but they make up a disproportionate 53% of GPs who
intend to retire in the next 10 years.

“In these times when practice ownership is not limited to GPs, other
members of the rural general practice team will be able to benefit from
some of the valuable insights and information that this resource offers.

College Board member Dr Mark Peterson says that having a stake in a
practice is a great career option for GPs, potentially providing higher
earning potential, more say in how services are provided to patients, and
greater control over work-life balance.

“Rural general practices and practitioners are renowned for their broad
skill base in the medical and nursing sense, and the opportunity to add
practice ownership and management skills to their repertoire will be
welcomed.

A copy of “General Practice Ownership: Demystifying the
‘business end’ of general practice in New Zealand” is available
for members through the dashboard.

“This resource covers a wide range of useful subjects about practice
ownership such as funding mechanisms and ownership structures, basic
strategic and business planning, managing a practice and where to find
assistance, so it will have broad appeal to rural general practice.

Or Read more. For launch function photos see opposite page.
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Hillary Graham-Smith (left - College of Primary Care Health Nurses), Network
Chairperson Sharon Hansen (centre) and Kim Carter (College of Primary Care
Health Nurses).

Aartoi Patel (Pharmacy Guild) and Clare Hynd (Mid-Central Community
Pharmacy Group).

Lesley Clarke (NZMA CEO) and Dalton Kelly (NZRGPN CEO).

Michael Thorn (Royal NZ College of GPs) and Dennis Lee (Primary
Health Alliance).

Sheryl Crase (GPNZ) Shelley Frost (Chairperson GPNZ), Terina Moke
(College of GPs) and Bernadette Cornor (College of GPs).

Fiona Thompson (GPNZ CEO) and Andy Inder (Ministry of Health).

Linda Reynolds (NZRGPN deputy CEO) and Shaun Phelan (MAS).

Richard Townley (Pharmacy Guild) and Angela Paul (Royal New Zealand
College of GPs).
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See you at Conference 2017 in Wellington
Come to the Capital and learn, discuss, listen and catch up with other rural health professionals from
all around New Zealand. That’s the message from New Zealand Rural General Practice Network Chief
Executive Dalton Kelly ahead of the 2017 National Rural Health Conference to be held in the TSB Arena on
Wellington’s waterfront from March 30 to April 2.
The Network’s national rural health conference 2017 website
and registration is now live – outlining the academic programme,
accommodation options and social events. Follow the LINK to access the
website.
Please note that some programme content is subject to final confirmation
of topics and speakers.

Conference 2017 Early Bird registration
offer – WIN a Fit Bit Charge 2
Book an Early Bird registration for the NZRGPN national rural health
conference 2017 in Wellington (March 30 – April 2) and go into the draw
to win a Charge 2 Fit Bit valued at approximately $270. This Early Bird offer
closes on February 16, 2017.
The programme will feature eight keynote speakers and six concurrent
session streams covering medical and nursing, management, research,
rural hospital, models of care and community presentations over the two
main days – Friday, March 31 and Saturday, April 1.
The conference theme is “Healthy Rural Communities – Mauri Ora,
Whanau Ora, Wai Ora” and the TSB Arena-Shed 6 complex on the
Wellington waterfront is the venue.
Keynote speakers include Norm Hewitt (family violence and bullying),
Robyn Toomath (endocrinologist and diabetes specialist, author of “Fat
Science”, obesity campaigner), Dr Eric Crampton (Head of Research at
NZ Initiative - economic and policy thinktank and former University of
Canterbury Economics lecturer), Matt Shirtcliff (mental wellness advocate/
creative director), Dr Garry Nixon and Professor Ross Lawrenson (Does
New Zealand need a rural school of medicine?), a PRIME Review panel
discussion, and a political forum featuring politicians from the major parties
ahead of the 2017 election.

WELCOME: Network CE Dalton Kelly extends a warm welcome to all to
attend conference 2017.

2017 National Rural Health
Conference
registration
http://www.
NOW OPEN

Preconference workshops will be held on Thursday, March 30, followed
by keynote and concurrent sessions and exhibition/trade days on Friday,
March 31 and Saturday, April 1, culminating with members’ breakfasts and
political sessions on Sunday, April 2.

nationalruralhealthconference.
org.nz/nrhc17

The conference programme also offers a range of social activities including
an official welcome function and buffet dinner, along with doctors’, nurses’
and students’ dinners and casual networking opportunities.
An awards ceremony will take place on the evening of Friday, March
31 when accolades including the Peter Snow Memorial Award and
the Leadership in Health Promotion award ‘Te Hīringa Hauora’ will be
presented.
The conference will be held in association with the New Zealand Rural
Hospital Network and the Rural Health Alliance Aotearoa New Zealand.
“We hope to see you in the Coolest Little Capital next year. Keep an
eye on this newsletter for updates,” says Mr kelly.
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Leadership in Health
Promotion award
‘Te Hīringa Hauora’ 2017

Peter Snow Memorial
Award 2017
Do you know of a medical or
nursing colleague in rural health
deserving of this accolade?

Nominations are open for the 2017 Leadership in
Health Promotion award ‘Te Hīringa Hauora’, to be
presented at the Network’s annual conference in
Wellington, March 30 to April 2, 2017.

Nominations are now open for the annual Peter Snow Memorial
Award to be announced at the Network’s 2017 conference in
Wellington, March 30 – April 2.

In 2016 the award went to the Kokiri Community Trust from Taumarunui.
The award is sponsored by the Health Promotion Agency and the New
Zealand Rural General Practice Network and is designed to highlight and
showcase best practice in health promotion in a rural primary care setting,
as well as to support and encourage others to implement health-promoting
practices into their core business.

The award was set up to honour the life and work of Dr Peter
Snow who passed away in March 2006. Dr Snow was a rural
general practitioner based in Tapanui.
For more information, nomination guidelines or to nominate
someone click HERE.

To enter, simply tell us, in no more than 500 words, about your innovative
health promotion project and how it has benefited your community.

Or contact Network communications manager Rob Olsen,
email: rob@rgpn.org.nz or telephone 04 495 5887 or
021 472 556.

Entries close on January 27, 2017. To make a nomination contact
Network communications manager Rob Olsen on 021 472 556 or
email: rob@rgpn.org.nz

NATIONAL RURAL
HEALTH CONFERENCE 2017

March 30 - April 2
TSB Arena-Shed 6, Wellington

New Zealand Rural General Practice Network
National Rural Health Conference 2017

March 30
- April 2

This showcase rural health event will be held at the TSB Arena-Shed 6
complex on the Wellington waterfront from March 30 to April 2.

Be sure to mark your diary! More information will be posted on
the Network’s website: www.rgpn.org.nz
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NZLocums

Do you have an overseas GP or Nurse joining your team?
Give them the best start - send them on our comprehensive Orientation Course.
Our Orientation for overseas trained GPs and Practice Nurses is a comprehensive three-day course.
It has been endorsed by the Royal New Zealand College of General Practitioners (RNZCGP) and is
approved for up to 14.0 credits CME for General Practice Educational Programme Stage 2 (GPEP2) and
Maintenance of Professional Standards (MOPS) purposes.
The course provides an overview of our primary health sector:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Presentation from a local practitioner
St John resuscitation workshop
ACC
Pharmac
Work and Income
Medtech32 practical training
Indemnity Insurance
An overview of the nurse’s role in New Zealand
Driving in New Zealand
Health & Disability Commissioner’s role
Cultural training at New Zealand’s national museum
Appointments with IRD, MCNZ and the bank

Testimonials:
“I really enjoyed the course. I thought it was a very good overview that
helped get me up-to-speed much more quickly.”
“The orientation course exposed me to numerous important aspects
of living and working in New Zealand. I can’t have imagined starting
work here without it!”

Book a place now!
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‘Healthy Rural Communities’
Orientation for overseas trained
General Practitioners & Practice Nurses

2017 Course Dates
Make sure your overseas contractors and employees attend Orientation
before they begin practising. Our programme ensures that all GPs and
Practice Nurses are provided with a comprehensive introduction to our
health system. This allows them to hit the ground running when they start
working for you.
Orientation is held at NZLocums’ offices on the following dates:

9 January - 11 January
13 February - 15 February
13 March - 15 March
10 April - 12 April
8 May - 10 May
6 June - 8 June
3 July - 5 July
7 August - 9 August
4 September - 6 September
2 October - 4 October
30 October - 1 November
27 November - 29 November
http://www.nzlocums.com/Locums/media/Documents/

Brochure & Cost

Orientation/Orientation-brochure_Overseas-Trained-GPs-andNurses_1.pdf

To make a booking please email
enquiries@nzlocums.com or call 04 472 3901.
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Sans snakes the difference between
working in Australia and NZ
From Nigeria to the UK to New Zealand, or perhaps Australia? That was the choice faced by West African
GP Dr Chukwuemeka Uhuegbu, when he decided to leave the UK three years ago.
Dr Uhuegbu (pictured) came to New
Zealand in October 2013 and is a GP at
Taihape Health Ltd. He prefers to be called
Dr Meka – acknowledging that his full name
“Chukwuemeka Uhuegbu” is “a bit of a
challenge for the locals”.
“How I came to be in Taihape is interesting,” he
says, “given that after working in the UK for a
few years I had intended to go to Australia to
work and not New Zealand.”
He says he was drawn to Australia because of
the outdoor activities on offer and the climate
which is “similar to Africa”, compared to the UK
which is mostly “cold and wet”.
“I was inclined towards New Zealand because
I love the outdoors and open spaces and was
not comfortable with snakes – which Australia
has [a worry for his young children] – and that
swayed my decision at the time. Coming from
Africa, we have some of the most poisonous
snakes in the world, so I’m not exactly fond of
the reptiles.”
In 2006, while still in the UK, he applied to the
Australian Medical Council after hearing about
locum work opportunities internationally and
long-term opportunities in Australia. He applied
and was interviewed to work in Melbourne as
an emergency physician and at the same time
applied to do his GP training in the UK. When
the Australian option fell through he decided
to complete the GP pathway and stay in the
UK. After completing the latter, offers of work
in both Australia and New Zealand followed –
Sydney and Melbourne and Gore, Christchurch
and Taihape. “I’d always had an inkling to come
to this part of the world.”
Dr Meka says he had “no idea” about any places
in New Zealand and Taihape was just where he
got the “best offer. They wanted a GP with the
sort of experience I could offer”.
And he says he is enjoying his time in the small
central North Island town.
“It’s a very close-knit community, it’s very small,
everyone knows everyone, and the community
is very welcoming. Outdoor activities abound
such as the perennially popular skiing,
tramping, and mountain biking and fishing
although Dr Meka, who is an Arsenal fan, says
he has a special liking for tennis, rugby and

gumboot throwing, and is involved in the local
Rotary Club.
“There are lots of activities I am involved in. The
community really gets involved in things such as
the volunteer fire service, a concept that I find
quite appealing.”
He says he is very happy working in Taihape.
“Staff here are very supportive, I feel
appreciated and people who are sick are happy
when I help them out.” He also does locum
work in Whanganui and Palmerston North.
Dr Meka’s journey through medical training and
medicine is also colourful. He qualified with a
medical degree in Nigeria in 1998. However,
he says it was a degree in microbiology attained
prior that really assisted with his medical
pathway and career.
“The first degree allowed me to go into
direct entry medicine and gave me a bit of an
advantage over my peers. I also found studying
medicine quite enjoyable. Everyday there was
something new and I never entertained the
usual anxiety about not making the grades
because of my microbiology background.”
Tragically, he lost his father about the time he
qualified. “He was very supportive and did
everything within his power to get me into and
through the medical training. His death meant
I did not go straight into an internship and
instead I focussed on family matters and getting
over my father’s death. That delayed my career
by a couple of years.”
Dr Meka eventually did his internship at a
Christian Hospital in Northern Nigeria and
“that’s where I honed my skills and gained
confidence”.
There, he was the only junior doctor that
the hospital employed as a trial to internship
training and the value of his microbiology
degree again came into play because Dr Meka
was able to assist with laboratory work at the
hospital, which helped in his selection.
Expert doctors, surgeons, paediatricians and
gynaecologists from the UK and US were
there for periods of time which gave him the
opportunity to experience a higher level of
medicine and learn from everyone, he says.

Lagos and worked for a couple of years. “While
there I met a few airline pilots for whom we
did medicals and I got the opportunity to work
further abroad, mainly because of my good
public relations skills and not my medical skills. I
was able to get a visa to work in the UK with the
help of a good friend, Ronke.
“Once there I really had to pay my dues,” says
Dr Meka, who was not allowed to practise or
even touch a patient until he had passed PLAB
(Professional and Linguistics Assessment Board)
exams.
“Even then I could only observe for a year and
if the powers that be were comfortable, you’re
allowed to do some locum work. It was a tough
year for me because I still had to survive and
had to do other jobs such as reception work,
and study at night classes.”
Dr Meka completed his observership in London
followed by his first internship in medicine at
Ealing Hospital, then he worked in A and E at
Ealing and at Whipps Cross University Hospital,
followed by his GP training. “During this time
I managed to add a masters degree in Health
Promotion to my portfolio.”
After a decade in London it was time to move
and Dr Meka cast his eye towards Australia and
New Zealand. “The Christian Hospital was rural
and I really loved it there, and having spent
years in London I got tired of the hustle and
bustle of the big city.”

...continued on page 19

After two years at the hospital he went to
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Kaz takes the long road for Arthritis NZ
Second year Otago Polytechnic school of nursing student Kaz Noiri will long remember the sights and
sounds during his epic walk from Bluff to Cape Reinga.
The 29 year-old has been walking the length
of New Zealand to raise money for Arthritis
NZ and he stopped in at Levin to visit Network
communications manager Rob Olsen and rest
and recharge for the night on November 11.
After 31 days on the road at just over half way
through his journey, Kaz was in great shape
after walking more than 1000 kilometres to
that point, apart from a worn out a pair of
cross trainers, a lost toenail, severe cramp in
his calf muscles and a pair of worse-for-wear
socks, Kaz left Bluff on October 10 and passed
through Wellington on November 9 on his way
north. He is scheduled to finish his journey on
December 16 near Cape Reinga. Amazingly,
he was right on schedule walking between
eight and 14 hours a day. His excursion is all
the more surprising considering he broke both
his ankles on the vault while doing gymnastics
three years ago.
After arriving in Wellington, Kaz headed
for Porirua via Belmont Regional Park, then
to Paraparaumu on November 10 and on
to Levin on November 11. Network staff
member Ronelle Bolton walked several
kilometres with Kaz from the Wellington CBD
to Kaiwharawhara and later met him in Lower
Hutt before his trek across Belmont Park.
Kaz changed his worn-out shoes at Avalon
Park. “Shelly Pilgrim, a friend from Dunedin,
supplied two pairs of shoes, which was
fantastic and 4 Square supplied food vouchers
for the journey for which I was really grateful,”
said Kaz.

TUNNEL VISION: Kaz outside the twin road tunnels near Rakaia.
trucks brushed past him. “There wasn’t much
room between me and the trucks passing over
the bridge,” he says.
At the road tunnels near Rakaia, Kaz says
he had to “triple check” there was no traffic
coming from either direction then dash
through one of the tunnels because there are
no lights, no footpaths and the tunnels are
curved.”
Traffic has been busy along some roads
especially where space to walk has been tight
on state highways. Car fumes have also been
an issue in cities and built up areas. Some

“He has had a few people walk with him along the way.
One lady at Peka Peka said, ‘I know who you are’ and walked
with me for about five minutes, and gave me a donation.”
Some parts of the journey have stuck in his
mind, namely having to cross NZ’s longest
road bridge near Geraldine and dash through
a dark, footpath-less road tunnel near Rakaia.
“Both were a bit scary,” says Kaz. There was
no footpath on the Geraldine road bridge and
Kaz had to hang his back pack over the safety
rail and slowly work his way along its length,
walking on the concrete ledge, while large

people have stopped thinking he is a hitch
hiker and offered him a ride. “I’m sure they
thought I was a bit crazy when I told them
what I was doing.”
He has had a few people walk with him along
the way. “One lady at Peka Peka said, ‘I know
who you are’ and walked with me for about
five minutes, and gave me a donation.”

Kaz says he has “thought a lot” about New
Zealand and himself along the way but has
spent most of the time admiring the scenery.
“The sheep are not very friendly.” The weather
has been mostly sunny, he added.
Google maps have guided him on his journey.
“Well most of the time. Google told me a lie in
Geraldine and I went bush bashing for an hour.”
Accommodation was the hardest to organise,
although Kaz says he has only had to spend a
few nights in a tent. Most stayovers were prearranged.
At the halfway point Kaz had raised $3000, with
a $5000 target. The school of nursing at Otago
Polytechnic paid for his flights back to Dunedin
on December 20.
After his third and final year of training Kaz
would like to work in ICU and emergency
helicopter medicine, gain some experience
overseas and eventually work in a rural New
Zealand.
Kaz says he is really enjoying his nursing
training and “learning about the human body
and how amazing it is and how it functions”.
Kaz is one of five student representatives on
the Network Board’s student sub-committee.
See story on page 15.
He is also a support worker for people with
intellectual disabilities in Dunedin.
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New student
representatives
cover health
disciplines
The Network Board welcomed
its new student sub-committee
at it face-to-face meeting in
Wellington in early December.
Those appointed to the student subcommittee are medical students Natasha
Austin from the University of Otago and
Mischa Tosswill from Auckland University;
nursing students, Kazushi Noiri, Otago
Polytechnic and Erika Burton, Massey
University and pharmacy student, Alycia
Chapman, University of Auckland.
The sub-committee will be chaired by
Natasha Austin.
At its September meeting, the Board
agreed to form the student sub-committee
comprising of a minimum of five students
from different health disciplines, covering
both the North and South Islands.
“We believe there is value in establishing a
wider student reference group to provide a
voice for rural health students,” said Network
Chef Executive Dalton Kelly.
The Network farewelled student
representatives, Blair Mason and Katelyn
Thorn, after a two-year tenure.

Tash Austin will be a fifth year
medical student based at Grey
Base Hospital for 2017.
She grew up in Invercargill and prior to starting
her medical training she studied Genetics and
Pharmacology, obtaining a Masters in Genetics
at the University of Otago. She also spent four
years teaching and travelling abroad. Since
returning to university Tash has been heavily
involved with advocacy work through various
students’ associations and groups. In 2015 she
led the Otago University Medical Students
Association to win Society of the Year. Tash also
holds a Silver Service award for service to the
University and an Otago Leadership Award.
In her free time, she enjoys running, multiday
tramping and training with her Border Collie.
As Chairperson of the Network student subcommittee she would like to see an increased
collaboration between different healthcare
specialities, as well as increased information
sharing on rural health issues and events. She
is excited that, with the support of the Network,
increased outreach will assist future healthcare
professionals into the rural workforce.

“Both Blair and Katelyn have excelled in their roles on the Network Committee and we are sorry to
see them go, while acknowledging that their university medical training is coming to an end and it is
time for them to enter the next stage of what will be rewarding and fulfilling careers,” said Mr Kelly.

Auckland born and raised
Mischa Tosswill is a medical
student at the University of
Auckland whose interest in rural
health and love for the rural
communities in New Zealand has
grown exponentially throughout
his years in medical school.
“I have a strong belief for the need to provide a
holistic model of care, and this is perfectly suited
to practising in a rural community. My mother
came from the West Coast of the South Island,
and my father spent his childhood and youth
between Rawene, in the North, and Whanganui.
I have spent a lot of time in these places, as well
as exploring the rest of New Zealand, and have
always felt completely at home in these smaller
towns.”
His main goals on the student sub-committee are
to: promote student interest in careers in rural
health, and facilitate students to have experience
in rural communities, especially those with little
prior exposure to rural communities, and foster
interdisciplinary relationships at a student level
in order to be able to provide the best possible
multi-disciplinary care in the future.
Mischa will begin a trainee intern placement at
Taranaki Base Hospital in New Plymouth in 2017.

“Both have been hugely active in promoting the Network and rural health to fellow students and this
manifested in almost 100 students attending the Network’s Dunedin conference earlier this year.
”They also contributed much to developing the conference programme over the past two years.
We wish them both well for the future,” he said.
Blair and Katelyn said their time on the Committee has been a lot of fun and has given them exposure
to things they would not have otherwise had.
“We have had insights into a wide range of Network activities, including how it advocates for
members, develops and critiques policy, and how New Zealand’s political and financial climate affect
the sector at all levels. We are proud of our achievements over the past two years, and feel we have
grown a lot as representatives, and as future professionals. We both hope to take the skills and
lessons we have learned and apply them throughout our careers.”
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Kazushi “Kaz“ Noiri is a second
year nursing student at Otago
Polytechnic. Originally form Osaka
City, Japan, Kaz came to New
Zealand when he was 17.
After studying at Whangamata area school,
he moved to Dunedin to gain a tertiary
education and was accepted into the nursing
school. The 29 year-old says he is enjoying
every moment of his nursing education.
In his spare time he enjoys being outdoors
and playing sports: tramping, surfing, running,
cycling, swimming, boxing, climbing and
snowboarding.
Kaz also plans to take his “home on wheels”
around New Zealand discovering new hidden
spots and spending time in the great outdoors.
“I am planning to continue my van life until I
graduate, and if I still haven’t had enough of the
off-grid life, I may upgrade to a camper bus.”
Kaz has recently completed a walk from Bluff to
Cape Reinga to raise money for Arthritis New
Zealand (see story on page 13).
“I am absolutely excited to taking a part in the
position of the student sub-committee and
looking forward to meeting you soon.”

Erika Burton is a third year
nursing student at Massey
University, Wellington.
Erika grew up in Kawhia, a small West Coast
town of around 400 people in the Waikato
region.
Her interest in nursing began as a child spending
time in her father’s, Dr John Burton, general
practice playing with his medical equipment,
talking with patients, or being allowed to spin
blood in an old centrifuge and watching how it
separated.
By Year 13 Erika says she knew she was
interested in a career in healthcare. A gap year
after finishing high school saw her work as an
au pair in France, where she looked after four
children in a non-English speaking family.
“I had to have a good sense of humour as my
poor French was the butt of many jokes.”
During that year, Erika says the idea of nursing
settled in her mind, so she moved down to
Wellington to study at Massey.
“Wellington has been a great city to live in and
I’ve loved getting out and exploring the coast
and doing walks around the city. I enjoy tramping,
long distance running, cooking, baking, reading
and, more recently, knitting.”
Erika’s favourite nursing placements have been
community, district nursing and paediatrics, and
she plans incorporating one or both of these
practice areas into her career. One experience
that has stood out for her was spending last
summer helping develop and run a programme
in Kawhia that aims to help pre-diabetics become
more active.
“It was nice to have the time to build relationships
with patients and see improvements in their
quality of life through something as simple as
using fit strips to exercise.”
Erika says she is looking forward to being part of
the student sub-committee during the next year.

Alycia Chapman is a third year
pharmacy student and pharmacy
third year class representative at
the University of Auckland.
Born and raised in Auckland Alycia says she
hasn’t let that stop her from immersing herself
in rural culture wherever possible. Her family
live in rural areas including Thames, Te Awamutu,
Te Kuiti, Kaikohe, Kaiwaka and Kerikeri.
”My passion for rural life in general was first
sparked on my high school camp trips at
Avondale College. We had an enthusiastic
leader who taught us to appreciate the outside
world and we got to experience life outdoors in
Taurewa and the Tongariro National Park.”
Alycia says Auckland University’s Grassroots
rural health club also accelerated her interest
in rural health, helping her personally to break
barriers between pharmacy and medical
students, which she wouldn’t have had the
opportunity to do without club trips.
“I am excited now more than ever to embrace
inter-professional collaboration and encourage
as many students as possible to explore rural
health. It is an experience that can’t be taught
in the classroom and knowledge that can’t be
obtained in the city. Working so tightly with a
community and becoming an important and
trusted figure is where my ambitions lie and I
believe you can’t truly help people until you
know where they are coming from.”
She says that working in community pharmacy
for the past five years has also helped a lot with
her tertiary education.
“I am excited to represent the New Zealand
Rural General Practice Network this year with my
colleagues.”
In her spare time Alycia loves to dance and
she performs many different styles including
contemporary, jazz in heels and femme hip hop.
“I have always had a passion for performance
and love being the star of the show.”
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Bumper recruitment result for NZLocums
The Network’s recruitment division, NZLocums, has appointed 17 GPs to permanent roles and another
12 GPs to long-term placements of three months or more, since the beginning of September 2016,
Network Chief Executive Dalton Kelly told delegates at the recent Rural Women New Zealand conference
in Wellington.
The recent placements were made in practices throughout the country from Gore in the South Island to Great Barrier Island in the North. These doctors
are from the UK, USA, Canada, Denmark and the Netherlands.
Mr Kelly also told delegates that changes are constantly taking place in rural health across New Zealand – advances in technology and the way it is used,
the way medical, nursing and other health professionals are trained, the way health professionals work together, who owns rural practices, the way rural
health is funded and the way rurality is defined. Things are constantly under review to keep a pace with demands and developments in the sector, both in
New Zealand and globally, he said. See column page 4.

There are doctors in the house!
In what was a record roll call, a total of 13 international doctors attended NZLocums’ orientation course
held during October in Wellington.
Another 10 attended the November and
December courses and 15 are already signed
up to attend the January course.
The three-day course provides a
comprehensive introduction to the working
environment in the health sector covering
topics such as Medtech, Pharmac, ACC, IRD
and banking.
Network Chief Executive Dalton Kelly
says the numbers attending NZLocums’
Orientation courses reflect ongoing and
successful recruitment campaigns involving
both web and paper-based advertising and
attendance by recruiters at overseas events
and conferences.

Pictured left to right (below) are October
Orientation attendees: Joshua Shulist from
the USA going to Ashburton, Robert Barry
from the UK to Wairoa, Willemijin Schaap
from the Netherlands to Darfield, Richard
Williams from the UK to Rakaia, Samantha
Powell from the UK to Te Kauwhata and Buller,
Paul Ward from the USA to Waihi, Katharina
Stankowski from Belgium to Dannevirke, Teun
Visscher from the Netherlands to Wellsford,
Helen Clayson from the UK to Masterton,
Douglas Rolland from Scotland to Buller,
Reefton and Westland, Morijntje Schroder
from the Netherlands to Wellsford, Mohamed
Hasaneen from Australia to Greymouth and
Alex Hetmanski from the UK to Oxford.

November and December attendees were:
Craig Haddock from the UK to Katikati for
12 months, Anna Liebmann from the UK to
Te Kauwhata for 12 months, Tia Dorn from
the USA to Te Taiwhenua for 12 months,
Tony Pearson from the UK to Northland for
four months, Dean Bunting from the USA to
Waimate for six months, Steve Rasmussen from
the USA to Picton for nine months, Miranda
Haley from the USA to Great Barrier Island for
18 months, Kitty van Beekum from Holland to
Turangi (permanent placement), Joseph Browne
from the USA to Greymouth for 12 month,
and Jackelien Geerlings from the Netherlands
to Avon for 12 months. See orientation
schedule page 11.
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Christmas arrangements
for the Network office
The Network office will be closed for the Christmas
break from 1pm, Friday, December 23, 2016. We will
be back at work from Wednesday, January 4, 2017.

Locum payments
We wish to remind all our locums who are working over this period that you will need to
submit your timesheet and tax invoice on:
• Monday 12 December (for payment on Wednesday 14 Dec).
	We will then do a pay run one week later and you will need to submit your timesheet
and tax invoice on:
• Monday 19 December (for payment on Wednesday 21 Dec)
	There will be a three week period until the normal pay run resumes again on
Wednesday, January 11, 2017.

Christmas wishes
Network staff and the NZLocums team would like to wish you a very Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year and thank you for all your support during the last year.

GP Position Carterton
NZLocums are seeking a general practitioner to join the supportive team at Carterton Medical
Centre, located in the beautiful Wairarapa region.
•
•
•

Competitive salary
Supportive team
Great work life balance

NZLocums provide a personalised, expert medical recruitment service.

Contact us today to ﬁnd out more!
Ph | 0808 234 7853 or E | enquiries@nzlocums.com | www.nzlocums.com
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NZORD has a focus on people
living with rare disorders
How can the New Zealand
Organisation for Rare
Disorders (NZORD) support
the New Zealand Rural
General Practice Network and
its rare disease community?
NZORD aims to “improve, support, assist and
promote better healthcare and well-being for
patients and their families/whanau living with a
rare disorder”.
Its recent efforts have been focussing on
improving education at the New Zealand
primary care level; raising awareness of rare
disorders amongst the New Zealand general
public and allied health professionals; working
with specialist groups to develop clinical
pathways, and providing rare disorder support
groups with information to prepare for key
stakeholder meetings.

“NZORD plays a pivotal role in the
New Zealand Health Strategy as it
represents those many complex
cases as a central starting point;
those people who are faced with a
diagnosis often so rare, there may
not be anyone else in New Zealand
with that particular disease.”
NZORD plays a pivotal role in the New Zealand
Health Strategy as it represents those many
complex cases as a central starting point; those
people who are faced with a diagnosis often
so rare, there may not be anyone else in New
Zealand with that particular disease. These
patients and their families often feel isolated
and daunted by the New Zealand health system
pathways as they embark on their journey.
An example of this is SWAN New Zealand,
a recently launched support group for New
Zealand patients and families affected by an
undiagnosed genetic condition – a ‘syndrome

TEAM NZORD (from left): Webmaster Ben Chapman, Administration Manager Anne Merritt,
Chief Executive Letitia O’Dwyer, Relationship Manager Vikki Ambrose, and Fundraising and
Communications Manager Lyndal Bremer.
without a name’. SWAN NZ has been
established by NZORD, which had been aware
of the increasing number of enquiries from
patients and families who had not received
a diagnosis for their condition. Not having a
diagnosis or label can often lead to feelings
of isolation and loneliness. It also hinders a
patient’s ability to join one of the rare disease
support groups available to those who have
received a diagnosis.
In 2015 NZORD decided to reach out to support
groups to gain some feedback. A selection
of 154 patient support groups affiliated
with NZORD were surveyed to assess what
challenges they faced and how NZORD could
assist in promoting better health and well-being
for patients and their families/wha-nau.
Four key challenge areas stood out requiring
improvement:
•	The need to improve education and/
or access to information for general
practitioners (only 19.4% felt that GPs had a
good level of knowledge in this area)
•	The need to improve education and/or
access to information for specialists
•	The need to improve patient access to
support networks

These highlighted areas went on to shape the
strategic priorities for NZORD in 2016.
To correlate the feedback from the Patient
Support Group Survey with the experience of
general practitioners, NZORD contacted the
Royal College of General Practitioners to assist
in developing and advertising a brief survey to
general practices. Five questions were focused
on gauging the current level of support for a
proposed online health technology tool to assist
general practitioners with patients presenting
with a rare disorder. http://digest.nzma.
org.nz/?iid=141855#folio=30
The survey results showed that general
practitioners consider patients living with a
rare disorder challenging to treat, and that
general practitioners would be supportive of an
online health professional tool which may aid in
improving the well-being of patients living with
a rare disorder. Based on both of these surveys,
the next phase of the project is underway, a
working group consisting of representatives
from NZORD, the NZ Royal College of General
Practitioners, a patient advocacy group and
Health IT Support Services to work out how
best to build the online tool within an existing
Health IT system.
Watch this space in 2017. For more information
on NZORD, please visit www.nzord.org.nz

•	The need to improve communication with
and within patient support groups.
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National Rural Health PRIME review update
Advisory Group
(NRHAG) update
A workshop entitled ‘Definition of Rural’ was held
in Wellington, on November 3 and attended by
representatives from the New Zealand Rural General
Practice Network, Ministry of Health, ACC, the Royal
New Zealand College of GPs, PHOs and DHBs, St
John, Pharmacy and RHAANZ.
Presentations were made by Dr Garry Nixon (Otago University), Anne
McAllister (Statistics NZ) and Karl Majorhazi (Statistics NZ) and Deanne
Wong from the College of GPs in relation to a definition for rural health.

In June 2016, the National Ambulance Sector Office (NASO) decided to
proceed with a formal review of PRIME. The review is expected to be
completed in the first half of 2017. A steering group has been established
to oversee the review, and is made up of representatives from NASO,
ACC, the Ministry of Health, the New Zealand Rural General Practice
Network, St John, the Royal New Zealand College of General Practitioners
and the College of Primary Health Care Nurses.
The initial expectation was for a Draft Review Report to be sent out to
key stakeholders for consultation by the end of November 2016, with the
final Draft Review Report sent for consultation with key stakeholders in
February 2017.
This timeline is currently being reviewed due to the disruption in
Wellington due to the November earthquakes.
Each of the five working groups have developed recommendations based
on the key issues defined by the steering group. The recommendations
were received by the steering group by October 31, 2016.

Garry Nixon:
An ideal definition would likely be one which:

A steering group workshop was held on November 9, 2016 in Wellington
to fully consider and discuss each of the 160-plus recommendations prior
to a Review Report being drafted.

•	Accurately identifies the population that accesses rural health
service at meshblock level

The review has five workstreams, which have been defined by the steering
group:

•

Nuanced and able to identify gradations of rurality

•

Aligned to Statistics New Zealand geographic categories

1.	PRIME funding arrangements: to ensure it is equitable and
effective.

•

Applicable to major health databases

•	High uptake and consistent use by researchers, health policy
makers and planners would be useful.
Anne McAllister and Karl Majorhazi:
An address is a link to coordinates. Mesh blocks were initially
established for data collection (e.g. census), but future intent is to
capture data for geographical outcomes.
Stats NZ currently reviewing geographies and redefining boundaries
to provide more statistical data for small area output geographies
by minimizing suppression and better representing communities of
interest. To be completed by 2017 in time for 2018 census. Continuing
to use mesh block as the building block – mesh blocks generally
contain 60-80 dwellings, between 100-300 people.

2. A
 dministration: to ensure an effective structure to administer
PRIME, including the role of the PRIME administrator; communication;
PRIME committees; PRIME sites; the role of rural service level alliance
teams (SLATs); and improved data collection and analysis.
3. C
 linical governance: roles and responsibilities; nurse standing
orders; clinical audit; quality assurance; dispatch of PRIME and scene
management.
4.	Training and syllabus: ensuring content and delivery are fit-forpurpose and content is regularly reviewed and updated.
5.	Supplied kit, equipment and medicines: standard-issue
equipment; principles for any changes and updates; clear
understanding of how items can be changed and at whose expense;
medicine requirements; and safety.
To read more follow this LINK to the Ministry of Health website.

Deana Wong:
It is not useful for individuals to self-identify rurality.

... continued from page 4 Sans snakes the
difference between working in Australia and NZ

The College is committed to finding a solution but in the interim need
to agree something as base for planning. The College has as much
invested in a solution as anyone else.

One major difference between the UK and New Zealand is, at the end of a
busy week in practice, you still have time and energy to enjoy some of your
hobbies. In general practice you have more of the worried well in the UK
than in New Zealand where people delay going to the doctor. “[In NZ] they
tend to come for treatment when they get to the ‘I can’t shake it now’ point.”

The College’s current developments which are affected by rural
definition include: meeting strategic intent, financial incentives for
GPEP 1 registrars, funding negotiations for GPEP and community base
attachments (PGY1/2), data collection/analysis e.g. tracking registrar’s
experiences, participation in Cornerstone, clarity for requirements for
clinical experience for GPEP.

Dr Meka felt that was also the case with children he had treated here too.
“You see some very sick children with things like severe life threatening
asthma presentations. After they are treated they are very pleased to see
me again, which is very rewarding.”

Current default is likely to remain the In/Out rule to classify practices
until a new definition ids decided.

Of the most unusual conditions he has encountered here, juvenile skin
eruptions, Keratoacanthoma and Ecthyma contagiosum (Orf) stand out
(Human Orf virus, a zoonotic infection transmitted to humans through
contact with an infected animal or object). It’s a variance of cowpox and
Dr Meka says he had never seen it in the UK.

The National Rural Health Advisory group will continue to work on this
and following their next meeting we will provide a further update.
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‘Healthy Rural Communities’

Jean adds a doctorate to her CV
Nurse, educator and long-time New Zealand
Rural General Practice Network member,
Jean Ross, has added a doctorate to her CV.
She recently had her PhD, which focused on
the delivery of rural health care and nursing
practice, accepted by the University of Otago.
Jean (pictured) is a Principal Lecturer and
has been working at Otago Polytechnic since
2003. She is a Registered Nurse, holds a BN
and a Master of Arts. From 1994 to 2003,
she was co-director of the National Centre
for Rural Health and instrumental in the
development of interdisciplinary postgraduate
nursing education. In 2008 she received the
New Zealand Rural General Practice Network
Peter Snow Memorial Award in recognition of
her national contribution to rural health care.
Her PhD thesis, a retrospective study, which
she began in 2006, explores the social
construction of the evolving professional
identity of rural nurses between 1990 and
early 2000s.

This period of time
was associated
with two significant
national directives
impacting on
the professional
practice of rural
nurses and their
contribution to
the delivery of
health care in the
rural Otago region. The first of these national
directives in the 1990s was the restructuring of
the health care system, driven by the National
government, to improve the social determinants
of health that shifted the governance of health
care from the state to local community control.
Parallel to these changes was the motivation
from the profession to reposition nursing,
with the aim of advancing nurses’ practice so
that their full potential could be harnessed, to
improve the delivery of health care and reduce
health inequalities.

NATIONAL RURAL
HEALTH CONFERENCE 2017

Jean says that rural nursing is recognised
internationally as a speciality area of nursing
practice, situated within the general field of
nursing. This specialist area of practice is
an underrepresented aspect of nursing in
New Zealand, and its professional identity is
challenged, misunderstood and does not fit
easily within the national imaginings, wider
nursing profession and policies governing
nursing practice.
“I was interested in why rural nurses called
themselves rural nurses and were being
challenged by non-rural nurses to do that.”
As part of her thesis she has developed a
model in which nurses – both rural and nonrural – can plot themselves and their practice
and open up further debate with each other
and the Nursing Council of New Zealand.
“It’s a model you can look at rather than just
read,” says Jean.

March 30 - April 2
TSB Arena-Shed 6, Wellington

New Zealand Rural General Practice Network
National Rural Health Conference 2017

March 30
- April 2

This showcase rural health event will be held at the TSB Arena-Shed 6
complex on the Wellington waterfront from March 30 to April 2.

Be sure to mark your diary! More information will be posted on
the Network’s website: www.rgpn.org.nz
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